Client Testimonials and Attorney Endorsements - Miller & Tischler

M&T represents survivors of catastrophic brain and spinal injuries, their families and their
professional service providers who are having difficulty pursuing their entitlement to receive
No-Fault benefits for injuries sustained in motor vehicle accidents.

Read below client testimonials and attorney endorsements about our firm and attorneys:

"Attorney Wayne Miller (hereinafter Plaintiff) has practiced law as a specialist over twenty-five
years in no-fault insurance benefits; he is at the apex of his career and renowned for his skills.
Plaintiff is the co-author of The Motor Vehicle No-Fault Law in Michigan, a text which is used by
luminaries in the field, such as Attorney Barry Goodman. Plaintiff is an adjunct professor at
Wayne State University, and a revered member of the Board of Directors of the Michigan Trial
Lawyers Association. He is also a frequent lecturer at professional seminars and a highly
coveted counselor to other no-fault attorneys. Plaintiff is clearly regarded as a leading authority
on the Michigan No-Fault Act (Affidavit of David Christensen) and as being at the pinnacle of his
career by other esteemed counsel in his area of expertise."

"I have used Wayne for no-fault insurance matters for over 20 years. His work product,
knowledge, and attention to detail is outstanding. We have been very pleased with the service
provided and results obtained. I recommend Wayne highly." - Bill B., Oakland County

"Wayne has exceptionally broad knowledge and experience with Michigan no-fault auto
insurance law, and he's a great guy who is dedicated to helping people. Excellent choice." attorney Robert June, Ann Arbor

"Focused, determined, and dedicated to achieving the best results for her [Maureen Kinsella]
client. She has a excellent knowledge of the law, and believes in meticulous preparation of her
cases, which is evident when you discuss matters with her. When interacting or working with
her, the timeliness of her responses are unparalleled. She is superb." - attorney Henry Hanflik,
Flint

"After interviewing multiple law firms, we decided to hire Mrs. Kinsella, and her firm, to
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represent my brother for MI No-Fault Insurance benefits. As conservator for my injured brother
(motor vehicle accident), it was important that we understood my brothers needs and what, if
any, MI No-Fault benefits may be available to help in his recovery. From the very beginning,
Maureen's compassion, confidence and perhaps most important, her knowledge of MI No-Fault
insurance law/benefits were evident. She is very professional, thorough and always kept us
informed every step of the way. She provided information and educated us on matters, enabling
us as a family to make the best, informed decisions. Maureen, her direct staff and her entire firm
are perhaps the most knowledgeable team with respect to MI No-Fault Insurance benefits.
Should you find yourself, or a loved one, in need of MI No-Fault Insurance benefits, you could
not find a better lawyer and/or team to represent you. Very highly recommended!"ÂÂ ÂÂ - Alan
C., Oakland County

"I endorse Wayne's work. He is of excellent character and highly intelligent. Terrific trial
attorney as well." - attorney Jorin Rubin, Southfield

"I am very pleased with all the services provided to my husband & I. We struggled for a number
of years very unhappy with the attorney that we had previously chosen until finally someone
introduced us to Mrs. Maureen Kinsella. Mrs. Kinsella accomplished more in 6 months than
our previous attorney did in 13 years. I wish someone had introduced us to Mrs. Maureen
Kinsella sooner. I have had much involvement with legal battles due to our situation, medical
needs, insurance, legal battles and I have been very happy with what Mrs. Kinsella has done to
help us resolve our problems with them." - Agnes R., Rochester

"Wayne Miller is one of the best lawyers in Michigan. I have worked with him on several
matters and have been impressed on each and every one. His work ethic, attention to detail,
and overall legal abilities are outstanding. If you are looking to retain one of the best attorneys in
Michigan, I highly recommend and endorse Wayne Miller." - attorney Michael Morse, Southfield

Maureen Kinsella was very professional, direct, and demanding in court as well as being warm
and caring as she dealt with us. We don’t know where we would be or how we would be living
without her representation. A million “Thank Yous” would not cover our gratitude.ÂÂ J.
Teegardin

Great – I know it will be done to the best of Wayne’s ability. Absolute confidence.ÂÂ K. & S.
Boyagin
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3D Reconstructive Animation Assists Attorney in Successful Outcome:

An individual's life was drastically changed following a traumatic motor vehicle collision that left
him wheelchair-bound.ÂÂ After winning his initial case, the Plaintiff moved forward picking up
the pieces of his life.ÂÂ However, he soon realized that the real fight had just begun.ÂÂ

The Plaintiff found himself struggling with his insurance company for home modifications that
were necessary for his house to be wheelchair-accessible. While the Plaintiff’s home required
major renovations to be accessible, his penny-pinching insurance company only offered to pay
the bare minimum for slight adjustments. This is when attorneys, Wayne Miller ÂÂ andÂÂ Bro
oke Mathis,
stepped in to fight for their client’s right to have a fully accessible and safe home design.

Attorneys Miller and Mathis reached out to DK Global to illustrate the stark differences between
the Plaintiff’s renovation plan and the insurance company’s proposal. DK Global’s 3D visuals
brought to life the inadequacy of the insurance company’s plan, in a way that was clear for the
arbitration panel to see. The animation walked the arbitrators through how the Plaintiff would
use or be unable to use each planÂÂ and how both plans affected the Plaintiff’s safety, comfort,
and altogether wellbeing. DK Global’s animations helped Attorney Miller to secure over 90% of
the money, twice the amount the insurance company offered to pay, required to construct the
Plaintiff’s plan. Now the Plaintiff has the home modifications necessary for him to safely and
efficiently use his home.

Miller & Tischler, P.C. specializes in cases involving catastrophic injury, including the rights of
the injured, their families, and their professional service providers.

"The animation prepared by DK Global was instrumental in achieving an extremely satisfactory
result (over 90% of the insurance claim that was subject to litigation). We also want to thank
your team for its courtesy, attention to detail and follow up." Brooke Mathis
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